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  Siemens Dimension Xpand Plus System
Manufacturer: Siemens

SKU#: 8318-30-1000 

Capability to test any sample type anytime
Built-in automation controls
90 available method options
Consistency among all Dimension platforms
Single station, Multi-tasking workstation connectivity
Patented cuvette system for automated production and sealing of
cuvettes  

  Product Description
  
  The Siemens Dimension Xpand Plus system is a versatile platform with a small footprint. As the by-product of merged
innovative technologies, this instrument combines comprehensive STAT and routine chemistry testing in a single package. The
Dimension® Xpand® Plus System fits a wide range of laboratory settings with a convenient and user-friendly interface.Xpand®
systems are widely known as valuable contributors in various laboratory types as it is packed with a number of practical
features. This model quickly produces reliable chemistry and electrolyte results in every use. Users can save valuable resources
including time and samples with the high performing Xpand Plus system as the instrument enhances laboratory
productivity.Call us today to learn more about the Siemens Dimension Xpand Plus system! 

  Siemens Dimension Xpand Plus System Specification
  
    

Siemens Dimension Xpand Plus System Specifications

 
Height

W x H x D

Operating temperature
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Average thermal output

Relative humidity

Thermal Output

Water usage

Electrical Service Outlet

  WHY BUY FROM GMI?

  Your trusted source for Used & New lab equipments, Parts, Factory Clearance instrument service since 1985.

  

Shop a comprehensive selection of brand
new lab instruments from trusted brand

names.

Enjoy big savings on New Instrument
purchases with our Trade In & Trade Up

Program.

Experience customer-driven services. We
offer training and installation options as
well as multi-year service agreements.

  
     

  
    GMI is a ISO 9001:2008 certified company - your proof that your instrument purchase from GMI passes
through rigorous refurbishing, recalibration, and recertification process, arriving at your laboratory in fully
working order and defect free. We are not an auction company, nor are we an instrument broker... getting in
the middle of 'deals'. All items come complete with the final QC date, engineer's ID# and a copy of test results /
QC data, if applicable. Additionally, all items are thoroughly cleaned an professionally packaged / crated with
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care to ensure they arrive safely in your lab ready for professional installation.  
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